
 

Hobart 20 July 2014 

RACE  1 : This is a very open C2 race. It will be a great battle to who finds the lead as there is plenty 

of speed off the front row. PUNT ROAD DISCO (3) has been racing very well and will find this easier 

than latest run and he may be first to the pegs so has a good each way chance. JODILA (8) was 

impressive at first local run when leading throughout she goes back to the second row here but will 

get a good run through so is a winning chance. RAMPLESTILTSKIN (6) will pay to forgive last run 

when galloped out at the start from the stand. He has gate speed so may look to push forward as 

races better when on the speed so has to be given a winning hope. SCRUFFY JAKE (4) was driven 

aggressively last week when won very well. He will be looking to get across and if does can win at 

good odds. DAMITSAM (5) and BONA FIDE HUSTLER (7) are both very capable on their night so have 

to be included in the exotics. DENVERADO (2) can place at huge odds from the handy draw. 

TOP PICK : PUNT ROAD DISCO (3) just leaning his way in a very tough race. 

DANGERS : JODILA (8) impressive last time so is the danger along with RAMPLESTILTSKIN (6).  

ROUGHIE : SCRUFFY JAKE (4) if produces his last run can win this. 

RATINGS : 3 – 6 8 – 4 5 7 – 2 - 1 

 

RACE 2 : This is a race for the C1 pacers. MISTER RYANJACK (2) just never got into the race last week 

so will pay to forgive. He is very well placed here over the mile as should zoom to the lead then from 

their will prove too good. FRANCO SEELSTER (1) does have the speed to hold up if they like and he 

too is suited by the mile so has to be kept safe as this is easier than latest run. ANGELA DE MARCO 

(4) is racing out of her class here. She won very well last start when sitting parked but this is much 

stronger and from the draw not sure where she will be in the run but has an each way chance. ME 

MATE LES (3) draws to be handy throughout and has been thereabouts of late so has to be included 

in the exotics.  EMS CHOICE  (6) will be fitter for first up run on Monday night so if gets the right run 

can place as can BOLTNMACH (8) who draws to get a cheap run on the pegs.  

TOP PICK : MISTER RYANJACK (2) this look’s his race so is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS : FRANCO SEELSTER (1) from the draw is a danger along with ANGELA DE MARCO (4). 

ROUGHIE :  BOLTNMACH (8) can sneak a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 – 1 4 – 3 6 8 – 5 7 9 

 

 

RACE  3 : This is a race for the two year old fillies. DAYS LIKE THIS (5) is a very promising filly who 

looks very hard to beat here. She draws a touch wide but they will go forward early and try to 



dictate the race from there so is the one to beat. HOUSE HAUNTER (4) looks the danger as has been 

racing in the best races of her age group. She has drawn inside the likely favourite so will be a big 

danger. CUP OF TEA (3) is a first starter that has trialled ok so will pay to keep very safe here. FREYDE 

(1) was having her first start when went roughly so will pay to forgive she went around and give 

another chance here. The remaining runners look outclassed.  

TOP PICK : DAYS LIKE THIS (5) look’s really hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : HOUSE HAUNTER (4) is a nice filly so is the danger along with first starter CUP OF TEA (3) 

who is a query. 

ROUGHIE : FREYDE (1) can improve here. 

RATINGS : 5 – 4 – 1 3 – 2 6 7 

 

RACE  4 : This is a race for the three year olds. STONER RAINBOW (4) has returned in good order and 

was unlucky on Monday night. He should be able to zoom to the lead here and dictate the race so 

will take plenty of beating here. KARALTA DAZZLER (7) has been very good of late and if he gets any 

luck from the draw will be a big danger as this is easier than past few runs. MISS GUENEVERE (6) is a 

consistent filly who will be hoping to get a cart into the race and if does can figure at odds. 

FLETCHERS KNIGHT (3) and ROCKBANK DANCER (5) are both ok so are a must for the exotics. FON 

ESS KAY (2) is a well bred first starter from the astute Adam Kelly stable so will pay to keep very safe 

and watch any market moves.  EXOTIC GUY (8) was very impressive winning on Monday night in 

much easier company so can run a place here.  

TOP PICK : STONER RAINBOW (4) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS :  KARALTA DAZZLER (7) loom’s as a danger along with the first starter FON ESS KAY (2). 

ROUGHIE : MISS GUENEVERE (6) can bob up at odds with the right run. 

RATINGS :  4 – 2 7 –  3 5 6 8 – 1 

 

 

RACE  5 : This is a very good quality C3/C4. RESURGENT SPIRIT (8) got back into the winners list last 

week when leading throughout. He draws inside the back row here so will need some luck early so if 

he can get off the pegs and around them will take beating. GIULIANI (10) is a very smart type 

resuming. He has had a good break and is sure to be primed to run a big race here so will take plenty 

of holding out. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (1) has been racing very well and draws ideally here so will take 

plenty of running down if can hold up. BLUE CHIP HARRY (9) was a very good winner last start and 

should get a good run through so has an each way chance. ANOTHER JASPER (7) returns from 

Victoria in where he raced ok. He draws the top of the track so will need luck but can run a place. 

ANINCHOFHISLIFE (4) and STERLISH (11) are both racing and are capable of filling a place at odds. 

TOP PICK :  GIULIANI (10) very smart type so if his anywhere near right is the one to beat. 



DANGERS : RESURGENT SPIRIT (8) tricky draw to deal with but is still the danger along with 

ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (1). 

ROUGHIE : BLUE CHIP HARRY (9) has a hope at odds. 

RATINGS : 10 – 1 8 – 4 7 9 11 – 2 3 5 6 

 

RACE  6 : This is a stand start discretionary. DEVENDRA (5) will strip much fitter for his first up run 

when hit the line well. He begins safely so will be on the speed throughout and is the one to beat. 

ARTS BLISS (4) returns from an unsuccessful stint in Victoria. She is very well placed here and so if 

she can get a run through early will lob in the first couple has a great each way chance. OUR MELS 

DREAM (8) is racing very well and despite the 20m mark has a good each way chance especially if 

can get a cart into the race. UDOIT (3) is hit and miss early so if he steps he has a chance at odds. 

BIGGERNBETTERMAX (6) is always thereabouts so has to be included in the exotics as does SPOT 

NINE (1) now his back off the front row. 

TOP PICK : DEVENDRA (5) is the class runner so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : ARTS BLISS (4) is a very handy mare so is a danger along the backmarker OUR MELS 

DREAM (8). 

ROUGHIE :  UDOIT (3) can run a race if steps safely. 

RATINGS : 5 – 4 8 – 1 3 6 – 7 - 2 

 

RACE  7 : This is a C5/C6 with all runners having some hope. LUCKY DAVE (1) draws the pole so will 

get a much easier run tonight as should be able to hold up. He will then try to dictate the race and if 

left alone will take running down.  STAR CHAMBER (2) should drop straight onto his back and if gets 

a crack at them will take holding out as can sprint quickly when held up. DIVAS DELIGHT (4) is a very 

smart type he may have to sit parked here but they won’t go that quick up front so has a good hope. 

LIZA WITH A Z (3) has struck a purple patch of late and may end up with the gun run here so will take 

holding out. I PITY THE FOOL (6) is racing well and if his close enough on straightening he is capable 

of running them down. DELIVERTHEGOODS (5) can’t be left out if gets the right run. 

TOP PICK :  LUCKY DAVE (1) look’s the leader so will take running down. 

DANGERS : STAR CHAMBER (2) just needs a crack at them to be a huge danger along with DIVAS 

DELIGHT (4). 

ROUGHIE :  I PITY THE FOOL (6) can win at odds here. 

RATINGS :  1 – 2 4 – 3 6 - 5 

 



RACE 8 : This is the last off the night. JAZZY JANE (7) hit the line very strongly last start and despite 

racing out of her class will take plenty of holding out despite drawing the top of the track. 

LOVETHELIFEYOULIVE (8) was ok at first local run and will find this much easier. He draws inside the 

back row so will need a little luck but if gets it will take plenty of holding out. LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN 

(3) has drawn well and will find this easier.  She will be handy throughout so has a great each /way 

chance.  BRIDESTAR (5) had no luck last start when got knocked over when was going to settle 

handy. He will be hoping for a bit more luck tonight and has an each way hope. BILLY KHAN (2) and 

IVE GOT OOMPH (6) are capable of running a race on their night so are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : JAZZY JANE (7) is racing very well so will take holding out. 

DANGERS : LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (3) from the draw is a danger along with LOVETHELIFEYOULIVE (8). 

ROUGHIE : BRIDESTAR (5) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 7 – 3 5 8 – 2 6 – 1 4 9 

 


